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Situation Overview 
The situation in eastern Aleppo City remains desperate for an estimated 250,000 to 275,000 people who have not 
been reached by UN humanitarian assistance since 7 July 2016, and at risk of starvation as food stocks are quickly 
being exhausted. The World Food Programme (WFP) reports that its food stocks in the eastern part of the city are 
depleted after the distribution of the remaining food to 900 families on 13 November. These 900 food rations are 
expected to last two weeks. The UN and its partners reiterate their readiness to proceed with urgent medical 
evacuations and provide urgent lifesaving assistance to the population of eastern Aleppo as soon as all security 
assurances are provided. 
 

While western Aleppo is accessible to humanitarian partners, the security situation continues to deteriorate, placing 
an estimated 1.4 million civilians at risk of death and injury. Indiscriminate shelling in civilian areas continues to cause 
displacement. Between 13-15 November, medical structures continued to be directly hit as five hospitals (Atareb, 
Kafr Naha and Oweijel towns in western rural Aleppo, Bennsh, Ma’arrat An Nu’man and Jisr Ash-Shugur in Idleb 
Governorate) and one mobile health clinic were attacked, including by air-strikes, killing at least two people and 
injuring 19 people, including six medical staff, the World Health Organization (WHO) reports. Two trauma hospitals 
were hit in these attacks, including one frontline trauma hospital that served over 90,000 civilians in the surrounding 
community. These attacks have further diminished the already marginal availability of health services in northern 
Syria and resulted in a major disruption of referrals of critically injured and ill patients, according to WHO. Meanwhile, 
in eastern Aleppo City, none of the hospitals are fully functional any longer. On 3 November, car bombs and mortar 
shells hit western Aleppo that killed and injured scores of civilians, including children. On 9 November, shelling on 
Aleppo University reportedly killed six people and injured over 20 more. Humanitarian actors have registered over 
15,000 newly displaced persons from Dahiet Al-Asaad, Muniyan, Hamdaniyeh and southern New Aleppo.  
 

Access to Ar-Raqqa Governorate has been highly constrained due to insecurity and restrictions by the Islamic State 
of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) on the delivery of humanitarian assistance. The last UN inter-agency convoy to Ar-
Raqqa Governorate was in October 2013. Since the beginning of the military campaign on 6 November, an estimated 
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7,000 people have been displaced from Hisheh, Upper Khneiz and Lower Khneiz. Most of these IDPs currently reside 
near the cotton storage facilities north of Ein Issa town, where local authorities are reportedly establishing an IDP 
camp. Most IDPs have now left the site. To date, humanitarian partners operating in the northern countryside have 
provided food supplies, non-food items (NFIs) and hygiene kits, whereas local authorities are providing water and 
bread on a daily basis. UN agencies operating out of the Qamishli hub have carried out assessment missions to 
Mabrouka camp and Ras-El Ain. 
 

From 7 to 9 November, six people in the besieged neighbourhood of Al-Waer in Homs Governorate were reportedly 
killed and 20 injured by fire exchange between parties to the conflict. The two main entry points to Al-Waer  
(Al-Muhandiseen & Al-Sho’un) remain closed, hindering commercial movements and limiting the availability of key 
staples such as gas, vegetables, meat and bread.  

Access Developments 
Humanitarian partners continue to deliver assistance to millions of people through regular programme and cross-
border operations, reaching people irrespective of areas of control. Major access challenges continue in besieged 
and militarily encircled hard-to-reach areas, as well as ISIL areas and Al-Hasakeh Governorate, in the latter case 
due to the closure of Nuseybin crossing since late 2015. 
 
Inter-agency cross-line convoys 
 

Over the reporting period, no inter-agency cross-line convoy was completed, while two convoys were unable to 
proceed. 
 

 Hur-Binafso (Hama): On 1 November, a UN/SARC convoy to the hard-to-reach sub-district, carrying 
multi-sectorial assistance for 18,000 people was aborted after armed groups prevented the convoy from 
proceeding. The mission will be attempted again under the November plan, if permissions and safe 
passage guarantees are secured. 

 Wadi Barada (Rural Damascus): On 9 November, a UN/SARC convoy with multi-sectoral assistance 
for 30,000 people in the hard-to-reach area was unable to proceed, as permission was not granted to go 
on at the Government of Syria (GoS) checkpoint. The mission will be attempted again under the 
November plan, if permissions and safe passage guarantees can be secured. 

 

Air Operations 
 

As of 16 November, WFP completed 154 airdrop rotations dispatching 2,783 metric tons of food, nutrition, health and 
water/sanitation (WASH) supplies over the besieged city of Deir-ez-Zor, reaching a total of 110,000 people. Logistics 
partners completed 171 airlifts to Qamishli city in Al-Hasakeh Governorate, airlifting 6,057 metric tons of food, WASH, 
nutrition, education, shelter and NFI assistance on behalf of humanitarian actors, including 61,500 full food rations 
and the pre-positioning of 20,000 ready-to-eat rations for the possible influx of refugees from Iraq. 
 

UN Cross-border Operations from Turkey  
 

Over the reporting period, WFP, the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM), the UN’s Children Fund (UNICEF) and the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) shipped 222 trucks with 
assistance via the Bab al-Hawa and Bab Al-Salam border crossings. The supplies included food assistance for 
19,000 individuals in Aleppo Governorate; NFIs assistance for 48,798 individuals in Aleppo and Idleb governorates; 
WASH assistance for 70,000 individuals in Idleb Governorate; and health assistance for 3,684,081 individuals in 
Aleppo and Idleb governorates. Since 14 November, Bal Al-Salam has been closed for security reasons as a result 
to fighting between non-state armed groups (NSAGs) on the Syrian side of the border. 
 

UN Cross-border Operations from Jordan 
 

Over the reporting period, five convoys comprising 91 trucks crossed the Al-Ramtha border crossing. Through the 
convoy, WFP provided 52 trucks with 19,000 food rations for 95,000 individuals as well as 22 trucks (UNHCR) with 
NFI/shelter items for 57,300 individuals to Dar’a, Izra’ and As Sanamayn districts in Dar'a Governorate and in 
Quneitra District in Quneitra Governorate. UNICEF sent 14 trucks loaded with WASH and education items for Dar'a 
and Quneitra governorates, while IOM provided three trucks with shelter items for 1,500 individuals in Dar’a 
Governorate. 

Spotlight on People with Disabilities  
Some 30,000 people suffer conflict-related trauma injuries every month, an estimated total of 1.2 million since the 
beginning of the conflict, of which roughly 30 per cent develop permanent disabilities, health partners report. Caused 
by growing violence across Syria, trauma injuries are compounded by the increasing disruption of health-care and 
consultation services for civilians, as a result of continued attacks on medical facilities, such as the recent attacks on 
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five hospitals and one mobile health clinic that provided over 23,000 consultations per month. All population groups 
are affected by the Syria crisis, people with disabilities, however, constitute one of the most vulnerable groups in 
need of health services, alongside children under five years of age, older people and women and girls.  
 

Lack of access to key humanitarian services increases exposure to risks and can severely deteriorate the quality of 
life of people with disabilities. The registration process for Syrian IDPs doesn’t always allow for people with disabilities 
to be efficiently registered, resulting in inaccurate registration numbers of people due to issues with identification and 
general data collection. People with disabilities, and other groups such as older people, IDPs and youth, face specific 
protection risks in Syria. Persons with disabilities and older people, particularly those with insufficient family and 
community support, are increasingly less mobile, exposed to discrimination, poverty and violence, even social 
exclusion, according to protection partners. Coping mechanisms of people with disabilities usually include family and 
community support networks, as well as known sources of treatment and financial support that are increasingly 
eroded as a result of increased displacement and violence across Syria, as reported by Handicap International and 
HelpAge International. With the crisis continuing, so likely will the trend of fading supportive networks, increased 
financial burden on families and loss of coping mechanisms. Humanitarian partners estimate that people with 
disabilities head an estimated four per cent of IDP households, which impedes these households’ access to aid, 
mobility, livelihood and economic opportunities, according to camp coordination partners.  
 

In general, people with disabilities are often exposed to an unsupportive environment, such as lack of physical 
accessibility of buildings and homes, lack of knowledge about disability amongst the general population, and negative 
cultural and social attitudes against people with disabilities, as well as institutional barriers such as regulations, 
policies and laws. 

Other Humanitarian Developments by Governorate 
Aleppo Governorate 
 

The siege on eastern Aleppo city continues to fuel the prices of goods in that part of the city, while food stocks are 
depleting. Due to the increasing cost of diesel fuel and firewood, some families in Aleppo's western countryside have 
resorted to gathering the remains of trees, plastic pots and bags to use for heating ahead of winter. This practice is 
likely to lead to serious respiratory problems for the affected population. Some area-based NGOs are distributing fuel 
vouchers (100 liters per family).  
 

In addition, another 1,327 food rations are stocked for distribution in December; however, this would only meet the 
food needs of an estimated 6,650 people. An estimated 100 MT of bulgur and 61 incomplete food rations are also 
stocked in eastern Aleppo City. Furthermore, cooking oil is running either critically low or is already unavailable in 
eastern Aleppo City. With the food rations in the city running dangerously low, there are increasing reports of 
tampered or expired goods being sold in eastern Aleppo City. Local sources reported on 12 November the 
confiscation of several goods by local authorities, including expired chocolate for children from shops in the city. 
 

According to local sources, on 4 November, at least 13 people were reportedly killed in Kafr Naha town. On the same 
day, a school in the Jeineh town was rendered inoperable due to airstrikes. On 5 November, one person was killed 
and a mill rendered out of service after several airstrikes hit Batbu town. Airstrikes on Daret Azza town reportedly 
killed seven people and damaged the Abu Bakr Al-Siddiq Mosque. Additionally, four people were killed including two 
children, and a school was partially destroyed by airstrikes on Abin Samaan town. Local sources in Aleppo's western 
countryside claim barrel bombs containing chlorine were dropped on Khan Al-Assal town on 7 November, reportedly 
causing 32 asphyxiation cases. Many displaced families are reportedly residing with relatives and acquaintances. On 
3 November, a hospital in Hur town sustained minor damage, but remains operational, while a hospital in Atareb 
town remains out of service since 11 November.  
 

In the western countryside of Aleppo Governorate, education was suspended from 31 October to 3 November 
following intensified airstrikes. Some school activities resumed on 6 November, only to be suspended once more 
from 11 to 14 November, as airstrikes yet again intensified. Such interruptions adversely affect the education of 
children, as parents reportedly refuse to send their children to school due to insecurity. In parallel, more than 350 
mortars and rockets were launched indiscriminately by NSAGs into western Aleppo City from 1 to 15 November, 
killing 67 people, including 15 women and 10 children, and injuring more than 360 people. 
 

Idleb Governorate 
 

Between 2 and 8 November, airstrikes on several towns (Saraqeb, Abu Al Zohour, Jisr Ash-Shugur district, Khan 
Shaykun, Ba’arbu village) killed at least 43 people, injured another 50 as well as hit homes, critical infrastructure and 
the Abul Thohur obstetric care medical center (Abu al Zohour town) that reportedly served 60,000 people. The 
airstrikes completely destroyed the center’s treatment department, as well as a great deal of medical equipment. On 
3 November, several rockets reportedly hit the Al-Mozra high school in Mozra village, south of Idleb city. The attack 
caused medium damage to the school building and no casualties. On 8 November, airstrikes damaged and rendered 
the only bakery (serving 10,000 people) in Sarmin town inoperable. 
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On 9 November, local sources reported the death of seven people including four children and two women after 
multiple airstrikes struck the town of Mishmashan. The same sources reported that an IDP camp on the outskirts of 
the Jamiliya village was damaged by nearby airstrikes on the same day, injuring four people. 
 

Four Towns  
 

Neither humanitarian assistance nor medical evacuations have been able to take place in the besieged Four Towns 
(Madaya, Zabadani, Foah and Kafraya) during the reporting period as a result of a disagreement between the parties 
of the Four Towns agreement. On 10 November, Jan Egeland, Special Advisor to the United Nations Special Envoy 
for Syria, referred to this situation as a “total paralysis because of the conditioning of aid between the parties to the 
Four Towns agreement”. He further stated he has “not seen a place, where there has been so much politicization, 
manipulation of aid, as seen in Syria in recent months”.  
 

Shelling and sniping against the besieged enclave of Foah and Kefraya, including on a mosque in Kefraya, has 
continued throughout the reporting period, killing one child and one man and injuring three men, two women and 
another child. Airdrops with parachutes by the GoS continued during the reporting period, with four airdrops of fuel 
and bread reported that allowed for the distribution of three loaves of bread to every family in the enclave.  
 

On 2 November, the local councils of Madaya and Bqine issued a statement calling for urgent assistance, ahead of 
the winter. In the town of Madaya, renal failure patients continue to struggle due to the lack of haemodialysis treatment 
in the besieged town, as a result of the refusal of the parties to allow medical evacuations from the 4 towns. The local 
council reported 25 cases of renal failure that require treatment on 3 November, seven of them are considered urgent. 
On 5 November, the first death from renal failure was reported by local authorities. In Madaya, Foah and Kefrayah, 
tens of medical cases await urgent evacuation.  
 
The last inter-agency convoy to the Four Towns was on 25 September, while the last medical evacuations were on 
6 October. Advocacy for the evacuations of the sick and wounded on medical grounds as well as for the entry of 
humanitarian assistance continues with all parties. On 14 November, the only While Helmets centre in Khan Elshih 
town was reportedly hit and rendered inoperable, injuring three While Helmet members.  
 

Rural Damascus 
 

On 6 November, UNICEF’s representative in Syria, Hanaa Singer, condemned an attack on a kindergarten in Harasta 
town on the same day, which killed at least six children and injured many more. On the same day, a hospital was 
reportedly struck near Harasta, killing one person and injuring many more. Artillery shelling on a market in Duma city 
reportedly killed four people, including a child.  
 

Homs Governorate 
 

Civilian movement in Al Wa’er neighbourhood in Homs city is reportedly confined to government employees, students 
and NGO staff who are only allowed to carry up to one kilo of food inside the area. 
 
On 7 November, shelling on the western Zafarana town in the northern countryside of Homs heavily reportedly 
damaged a primary health care centre, killing three patients and critically injuring two. This health-care centre 
provided services to 6,000 – 7,000 patients a month, 23 per cent of those patients are under the age of five. 
 

Al-Hasakeh Governorate 
 

On 7 November, UNHCR delivered urgently needed emergency supplies, as well as evacuated 115 Iraqis from the 
Rajm Al-Slaibe checkpoint to the Al Hol Camp, who are confirmed to have arrived safely at the camp. The operation 
to move people is ongoing, with buses expected to go to the checkpoint for several days and follows earlier deliveries 
of tents, water and other supplies to support authorities at the checkpoint in setting up a transit centre for civilians 
crossing the border. According to the Kurdish Red Crescent (KRC), only 29 families form Deir-ez-zor and 30 families 
for Iraq are at the Rajm Al-Slaibe checkpoint. Unconfirmed information states that another 2000 Iraqi families arrived 
at the checkpoint near the Iraq-Syria border, stranded under extremely difficult desert conditions, with limited access 
to food and water. On 12 November, 39 IDPs were transferred to the Al-Hol Camp.  
 
Ar-Raqqa Governorate 
 

On 8 November, local media reported that airstrikes partially destroyed an elementary school and severely damaged 
the water purification system in Sukariyet Tal Elsamen village in Ar-Raqqa's northern countryside. On 9 November, 
multiple airstrikes reportedly struck Hisheh town in the northern countryside, killing at least 23 people.  
 

Hama Governorate 
 

On 11 November, aerial bombardment rendered a hospital in Kafr Zita town out of service (no casualties). On 
average, that facility provided up to 2,000 consultations, 126 major surgeries and 25 deliveries a month to people 
with medical needs. 
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Dar’a Governorate 
 

On 10 November, aerial bombardment of Nassib border crossing destroyed parts of an IDP camp, killing ten people, 
including six women and three children. First reports suggested over 200 IDPs may have been forced out of their 
homes as a result of the bombardment. Meanwhile, poor conditions of informal access roads from Al-Ramtha to 
eastern and western Dar'a Governorate, initially built for light passenger car traffic, remain a major concern. In recent 
years, use by six wheel trucks of assistance and other large vehicles, has resulted in extensive potholes, likely to 
heavily impede the increasing traffic during the winter. 
 
 
 

Key Humanitarian Reports and Updates  

 Transcript of press stakeout by Mr. Jan Egeland, Special Advisor to the United Nations Special Envoy for 

Syria, 10 November 2016 

 WHO condemns massive attacks on five hospitals in Syria, World Health Organization 

 Statement attributable to Hanaa Singer, UNICEF representative in Syria on the killings of children at a 

kindergarten in Harasta, Rural Damascus 

 Syrian Arab Republic: Whole of Syria sectors' response to hard-to-reach and besieged locations 

 Syrian Arab Republic: United Nations cross-border operations 

 Syrian Arab Republic - 2016 UN Inter-Agency Humanitarian Operations 

 OCHA Flash Update: Aleppo - 03 November 2016 [EN/AR] 

 Regional Funding Update - Syria Crisis (as reported on 31 October 2016) [EN/AR] 
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